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Best part of video is at end of video that is not included in mobile version.Wheres The Beef? I just
can’t get myself to watch a seven-day-old dead cow’s carcass being pried and prodded and hauled out of
a freezer. And I most definitely can’t get myself to watch a cow’s carcass sit there waiting for someone
to cut it up with a chainsaw to be used as hamburger meat. It wasn’t enough that those big beef cattle

didn’t die of natural causes and that the cow carcasses were hauled out from the meat plants and
trucked to a freezer, and what’s worse, I suppose, the cow carcasses stayed there in the freezer until

they were used. It’s too far removed for me. I’d have to see a cow, now all but dead, be dragged into the
slaughterhouse, hung on an overhead rail and cut apart by a machine. We have enough animal cruelty

issues in this country without adding slaughterhouses to the list. I don’t like to think about that, but I do.
It’s been hard to avoid the discussion recently over the rancher/cowboys who make their living off of

the slaughter of big animals and then hold them captive for weeks and months in cruel pens before they
have a beef packer cut them into steaks and hamburger. (Folks, we can discuss this after the jump.) It’s
a growing controversy. We know farmers feed their cows, horses and pigs and chickens more than they
need to. We know they feed those animals too much grain, and we know it causes several health issues.
But it’s not just the food we’re talking about. It’s the care of these animals and the fact that they’re born
and raised in confinement and then die in confinement. It’s amazing to me that so many people in the

business, who spend years feeding cows grain and talking about how cruel it is to feed cows grain, then
turn around and say the living conditions of the slaughterhouse cows are the same as those of the old
farm cows. They’re the same slaughterhouse. You’re seeing the same animal. The company that feeds

those cows, practices, and trains them is the
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